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Speaking of videogame stars - KIRBY™

returns with more modes, more

adventures, and more monsters than

ever before.

BIG NEWS! Cubix is joining the Fox Box

line-up this year, joining hits like ULTIMATE

MUSCLE,™ CRAMP TWINS™ and the

totally hip new series FUNKY COPS™!

Ws right -'cause we know what kids like
'^

behindthe Fox Box are tke
Network --wtfve put tnoether a line-up ot hrts

And now that we’re running
R0CKYOURWORLD!

If you love Yu-Gi-Oh! - you’re gonna flip for

the amazing new SHAMAN KING™ - catch

the spirit of an all-new way to battle - this

time you’re dueling with ghosts on

your sidel

Are you ready for some Ninja Kick-Butt

Action? Who isn’t?! It’s non-stop

excitement and loads of laughs with

the all-new TEENAGE MUTANT

NINJA TURTLES™!

You’ve played the videogames - now live

the adventure! Sonic the Hedgehog™ is

speeding to a TV set in your home in the

brand-new series SONIC X™!

bHB nBLU SBBSDn PRBITIIBRBS SBPbBITlBBR BPH

BUb UBU CBR JBIR IR bHB PUn RIGHb nBLU:

1. CHECK OUT THE FOX BOX* on Saturdays this summer for sneak peeks at the new

shows and a chance to catch up on your favorites.

2. CRACK THE CODES IN THIS CODEBOOK! GET INTO THE VAULT!

mm [SHARE!

The book contains puzzles and games that, when solved, will give you the Secret Codes

that will let you into the Fox Box Online Vault! By breaking into the vault, you will gain

access to unseen footage, cool games and special downloads! Once you solve the codes

throughout the book, go to www.foxbox.tv to get into the vault before anyone else!

(*check your local listings / Fox Box airs Sunday mornings in some places)

6 Kirbys have been hidden throughout
the Code Book! Try and find them all!



THE SWORD OF
TENGU MUST BE
RETURNED/

ItrS DnE SHELL
nud on

For fifteen years they have remained hidden, learning the secret ways of the ninja.

But things have just changed ...The mysterious and powerful sword of Tengu has been

captured by their arch enemy The Shredder and his band of Foot Soldiers.

Now, you can aid the Turtles in their quest to get it back! Wind your way through

the maze of New York City’s sewer system to help Donatello, Raphael, Leonardo,

and Michelangelo sneak up on the evil Shredder! Be observant! Along your way,

count the number of sewer covers you pass.

DID YOU COUNT THE SEWER COVERS? Spell that number

on the line below to figure out the Secret Fox Box Code!

Enter Your Secret Fox Box Code Here:
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Shamn^9
§^rOvd

Ghost

<Spivit
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I Destiny
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Work on your own powers of deduction

and search the puzzle below for the

following words associated with

Shaman King.

Once you find all of the words in the

puzzle, unscramble just the red letters from

the words you circled in order to figure out

the Fox Box Secret Code. Here's a hint - a

ghost would have one of these on top of

his grave!

pnemienes sabURmy,
sepdemeeR BbH!



/ The Video Game All-Star
is Now a r#«i# D/ii/

Hr The race is on! Sonic The Hedgehog
1
" has been mysteriously

*
transported from his world to a planet populated by...humans! But

he's not alone - \
his old foe Dr. Eggman has arrived as well. Sonic and his new friends must

race around the globe to locate the powerful Chaos Emeralds and prevent

Dr. Eggman's villainous plans to create his own

Eggman Empire! / Jr ^jV\

Take a close look at the Chaos Emeralds. Etched

in each stone Emerald is something fast. Match

each fast thing with the speed it moves in order

fgoo Miles Per Hour

46 Miles

i 18 Miles Per Hour

To find your

Secret Fox Box Codesimply

write the letters of your 1
;

answers, from top to bottom,

in the space below.
*

Enter Your
Secret Fox Box Cod
\ Here:



Robots in the Fax Box! Ixellent!

The future is now - and there are as many robots as

there are people! And these robots all have Emotion

Processing Units (EPU), that grant them all sorts of

amazing personalities—just like real people!

The wicked Dr. K and his ^
evil robots are after Solex,™

the most powerful energy

source in the universe. First help Cubix

identify which robots are in league with Dr.

With the ability to transform into dozens of differ-

ent vehicles, objects and shapes Cubix is the most

incredible robot of them all! Cubix uses his powers

to battle evil no matter what shape it takes... robot,

alien, or human!

Read the descriptions of the robots very carefully.

Using clues from the description, match each robot

with its correct name. Write the robot name next

to its description.

This robot wants to pump you up! This fitness

robot will work your muscles to the max!

He has a powerful chip for a brain and can

store an almost unlimited amount of data

Just like all of DR. K’s robots, this giant war-

rior’s first initial is the same as his inventor’s,

You’ll get a charge out of this guy— but only if

you’re a robot in need of having your battery’s

boosted. He’s got an electrifying personality!

Now unscramble the underlined letters to figure out what Cubix

needs to transform into in order to reach Solex first and stop Dr. K.

Here’s a hint - it’s a type of a plane!

aiirsrj hdjjh
fair prjj-i boh
BODB HBBB



~
Welcome to Night Mare >

Enterprises, Big D! I’ve got a real deal

for you! Great monsters, fantastic

price. ..exclusive offer!

N.M.E. (Night Mare Enterprises) is in

the monster business and their best

customer is the rowdy ruler of Dream

Land, King Dedede. This big-mouthed

buffoon would like nothing more than

to rid his planet of Kirby — a Warpstar

knight-in-training.

Kirby is always ready to battle bizarre

and fearsome monsters by inhaling

their powers and sending them Right

Back at Em!

Unscramble the letters to discover

what modes Kirby uses to defeat his

foes and give them a taste of their

own medicine. Look at the different

Kirby images for clues!

~ » 'Hit'))

Once you solve all the modes write the

first letter of each unscrambled word.
(reading from top to bottom)

Enter your Secret Fox Box Code here:

‘2001-2003 Nintendo/HAL laboratory, Inc

.
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They may happen to have the

same parents, but twins Wayne

and Lucien Cramp are anything

but identical! Lucien does all his

homework, likes to knit, and is

trying to save the world. Wayne

is allergic to slhoolwork, blows

things up, and eats junk food all

the time. It's easy to tell these

twins apart... especially since

Wayne also happens to be blue!

The Cramp Twins are more different

than they are alike - and so are these two

pictures - if you look carefully! See if

you can find all of the differences! Did you find all the changes? If you d

then you also found your Fox Box Coi

Just write the number of differences

you found on the line below.

Enter

LJUHen DPPDSIbBS abbBCK - UJabCH DUb!



Kid Muscle needs to take down the
'**

super evil wrestlers of the dMp and other treacherous villains.

Help him identify these bad guys so he’ll know

how to beat them. Match the wrestler with a u

his description by placing the //[ /
wrestler's number next JL j

A* / 7
to the correct name, I 1

THE KID >
' IS IN A HEAP
,

OF TROUBLE/
CAN you HELP HIM

TAKE ON THE^ DMP? .

Once you've matched all of the wrestlers with

their names, you can get your Fox Box Secret Code! Write your

answers in order, starting with the top of the page down to the bottom.

1. B ovtft

HBEgBfS»^LgfijSSBlri<4^ *vT M

/ 3* X'M A POWNRXCjHT PXAfJOIXCAl CELL

oMONE. 1 STORE AM ENORMOUS AMOUNT OF

PATA ABOUT MY OPPONENTS tj My MEMORY

CMX?. CAN you hear me now!?!

iliiSR THF [ffl BUT WHO CARES?!*5™ ™F ^°WfR °F A BONE-(RU$HXN<i
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Saving San Francisco -/
And Doin' It With Disco!

They’re the funkiest cops to ever walk a beat... and

move to the beat! When these dudes are on patrol,

you won’t be hearing rock ‘n roll! Ace and Jack really

do “the hustle” when it comes to catching criminals.

Today, they’re solving the case of the stolen cars...

and they need your help!

Examine the license plates. Crack the code by

using the key at the bottom of the page, replacing

the numbers with letters.

Write the corresponding letters below each license

plate. Can you figure out which is the stolen car?

Here’s a clue - the stolen car’s license plate is a

word that doesn’t belong in the 1970s!

Write down the last three letters of the stolen

car’s license plate for your Secret Fox Box Code.

Enter your Secret Fox Box Code here:

PRemieries sabunoaa
SBPbBfTlBBR BbH!
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RIGHT BACK RT HR!

.FIGHTER

cubih*5*
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CHECH THE CBBEB
LBG BH TB HJNJIU.PnHBnH.TU

TORNADO

sonic h

Miles Per Second

Q 750 Miles Per Hour

200 Miles Per Hour

100 Miles Per Hour

46 Miles Per Hour

18 Miles Per Hour

* STONE

the crpitip Twins

PUnhB CBPB
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CUTTER

FIRE
^

ULTimniE muscLE

© Checkmate

© Tyrannodaw

® Addversarius

© Boaconda

© Dial Bolic
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